
Course Delivery Name Online Mental Health First Aid Adult (20 to 27 Feb 2021)

Lead Instructor Lauren Matthews

Co-Instructor Nicola Taylor Brown

Please note, these are average scores based on the total number of feedback forms completed. Scores are from 0
– 10 where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest.

Questions Asked Average Total Completed

Confidence before 5.67 9

Confidence after 8.67 9

Knowledge before 5.56 9

Knowledge after 9.22 9

Lead instructor rating 10.00 9

Co-instructor rating 10.00 9

Likelihood of recommending the course 9.78 9

Comments

For such sensitive and emotional areas within mental health I felt the way the instructors facilitated the course was
impressive. At all times taking into consideration the potential feeling so the group and facilitating the group
effectively.The instructors were knowledgeable and competent in the area of mental health and providing support;
ALGEE first aid plan.The course was particularly insightful and informative for me and I feel that I am more
prepared to 'broach' those difficult subjects and conversations. Thank you very much.

From the start of the course from booking the course and giving the information, I highly recommended this course
and will giving the details to my colleagues to take part in, Lauren and Nicola was extremely knowledgable and
helpful, they was friendly and supportive, they supported the whole group and helped me throughout the course!
10/10 I have learned so much regards the this

I am really happy to have done this course with Lauren and Nicola, both were pretty open and nice. Besides, they
were supportive to each participant. The only thing I miss is to have more content regarding self harm, givent that it
is very prevalent in England. Specially, the difference between self harm as umbrela term and self inury.Thank you
so much!

I enjoyed the course, although I am a mental health professional for many years.

I have thoroughly enjoyed this Mental Health First Aid course. The teaching from Lauren’s and Nicola was amazing
and I truly did learn so much. It was also really nice to meet new people who were from different backgrounds and
different ages with all different knowledge. 10/10

Lauren and Nicola were exceptional deliverers of this MHFA course and their knowledge on the subject was
beyond the level of the teachings which really helped to answer further questions that anyone in the group had.I
will be highly recommending this course to fellow personal trainers and even friends/family as I think the knowledge
I gained from the course is absolutely vital to be know .

Really good and useful. Would definitely recoomend it to others

Really useful information presented in an accessible way, the course manual is very god quality

Very informative course, I really enjoyed it.


